
November 25, 2015

CTT IASB, London:

I applaud your concerted efforts to construct a universal
conceptual framework for financial reporting!

In its simplest and most elegant form accounting deals
with moving economic values FROM one location TO
another. With the multitude of different languages that
can become quite confusing as illustrated below:

English from London to Beijing

Afrikaans van Londen na Beijing
Arabic بكین إلى لندن من
Bosnian od Londona do Pekinga
Chinese 從倫敦到北京

Danish fra London til Beijing
Dutch van Londen naar Peking
Esperanto de Londono al Pekino
Filipino mula sa London sa Beijing
French de Londres à Pékin
German von London nach Peking
Irish ó Londain go Beijing
Italian da Londra a Pechino
Japanese ロンドンから北京へ

Korean 런던에서 베이징

Latin Londino ad Beijing
Malagasy avy any London ho any Beijing
Maori i Rānana ki Beijing
Portuguesede Londres a Pequim
Spanish de Londres a Pekín
Swahili kutoka London kwa Beijing
Welsh o Lundain i Beijing

Using network theory instead of normal language, the
two squares can represent any locations and the arrow
the movement of value from one location to the other.
To construct a complete accounting system we add as
many squares and arrows as necessary.

Rank Word in Conceptual
Framework Occurrences

1 financial 518
2 asset 352
3 reporting 235
4 economic 225
5 measurement 208
6 value 203
7 resource 196
8 present 195
9 income 158
10 liability 144
11 cost 144
12 expense 141
13 flow 132
14 obligation 130
15 relevant or relevance 118
16 equity 111
17 (de)recognition 106
18 claim 95
19 rights 85
20 faithful 80
21 capital 66
22 benefit 66
23 financial performance 60
24 profit 59
25 event 57
26 representation 51
27 disclosure 50
28 control 47
29 fair 46
30 historical 45
31 current 41
32 financial position 37
33 exchange 35
34 potential 32
35 comparability 25
36 past 21
37 unit of account 20



The squares are called states [representing the value
residing in those locations]. The arrows are called flows.
The sum of all the states is zero [ ∑S = 0 ]. A simple
way to visualize an accounting system is as a sandbox,
which is an example of a closed system. Any
transaction or exchange can be modeled by moving
sand between locations.Some states are positive [hills,
which are the assets] and other states are negative
[holes, which are the liabilities and the equities]. At any
time the hills are exactly sufficient to fill all the holes.
When accounting was developing more than 500 years
ago, negative numbers were not used in mathematics.
But business people, who knew that a debt was
something negative, handled that by moving negative
numbers to the right side of their accounts. At that time
accounting was ahead of mathematics!

One could also say that accounting was the original
network discipline. And now networks are
everywhere from the internet, to transportation
networks, electric grids, ecological networks, social
networks, weather systems, and global finance networks.
But only a few accountants are aware that double-entry
bookkeeping was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1973 for
Leontief’s input-output analysis, which viewed the
entire economy as a network.

In the table on the previous page I have counted the
occurrence of some of the most prominent words in the
Exposure Draft. The relative importance of those words
gives the flavor of “the language of business,” which is
accounting. The terms “network” and “system” do not
occur at all in the Exposure Draft.

Finally a small network diagram will illustrate the
interrelated structure of the elements:

In my opinion the future of international accounting lies
in network modeling. I will be pleased to help the IASB
move in that direction
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